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Abstract: Much of A. J. Cronin’s inspiration for his literary production lies in his own experience as a 
physician. His most popular novel, which has been debated to be partly autobiographical, is The Citadel, 

also praised to have brought significance contribution to the establishment of the National Health 

Service. This paper compares six versions, an English digital edition, three Romanian translations, and a 

Hungarian one in terms of phrases containing the word heart. 
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1. Background 

Over the centuries, many authors without a training in philology have left behind 

outstanding works of literature. Among the physicians who chose philology over the science of 

medicine are Anton Pavlovich Chekhov, Mikhail Bulgakov, François Rabelais, or Friedrich 

Schiller, to name just a few. In the field of Anglo-American literature, we can mention 

physician-turned-novelists such as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, John Keats, Somerset Maugham, or 

Archibald Joseph Cronin, authors who left the mark of their medical training on their literary 

work. Undoubtedly, not all literary works of these professional physicians have been permeated 

with knowledge derived from their basic training, but their fiction oftentimes includes elements 

which for the reader would pose some difficulties to understand in detail without a background 

of medical knowledge. 

A. J. Cronin was born in Scotland in 1896 and began studying medicine at the University 

of Glasgow in 1914. Due to his enrolment in the marine services between 1916-1917, he 

graduated medicine in 1919, later gaining other qualifications as well as a degree in public 

health. He was a member of the Royal College of Physicians. During the First World War he 

served as a lieutenant surgeon, and later worked in Glasgow and Dublin. 

The unfortunate diagnosis of duodenal ulcer forced him to retire for a 6-month break in a 

rural area, thus being given the chance to follow his desire to produce a novel. Moving to a farm 

in Scotland, Cronin travelled to Dumbarton to document the novel Hatter’s Castle (1931), which 

was successfully received, a fact that led the author to turn from medicine to literature. 

Some of his writings have their roots in his medical career combining realism with love 

and social criticism. The Citadel (1937), Cronin’s first novel to describe a doctor in a mining 

area, is widely believed to have influenced the result of the 1945 general election in Britain and 

the subsequent establishment of the National Health Service (NHS) by the Labour government in 

1948, although this fact has been debated.  

According to a 1939 GALLUP poll, The Citadel was voted the most interesting book read 

by respondents. It was also named a good bad book, or a bad good book, depending on the 

reader’s perspective. Nevertheless, one of the strengths of the novel is that it anticipates such 

phenomena as evidence-based medicine and continuing medical education. 

The Citadel was an immediate success, selling over 150,000 copies in Britain in the first 

three months after publication and 10,000 copies a week for the rest of the year. It was equally 



successful in the US and in Europe, particularly in Germany and Russia (O’Mahoney 2012). Its 

popularity exceeded anything that Cronin had previously published (McKibbin 2008). What is 

also noteworthy is the fact that the book also inspired many young people to pursue a career in 

medicine (O’Mahoney 2012). 

Cronin’s life is of interest as it provides the key themes and topics for his fiction: the poor 

scholarship boy who struggles against bigotry and poverty to qualify as a doctor; the idealistic 

young doctor struggling against ignorance and a corrupt medical hierarchy; the disillusioned 

middle-aged man who, despite his wealth and comfort, longs for the excitement and moral 

certainties of his life as a doctor; the devout Catholic who has betrayed his wife and his 

principles (O’Mahoney 2012). 

Cronin was not, however, able to repeat the success of The Citadel despite the fact that, 

as the New Yorker noted, he had discovered probably unintentionally that the doctor as a fictional 

hero had a great way with the reading public (McKibbin 2008). 

The Citadel is told through Manson’s eyes, the main character: a physician revealing 

corrupted doctoring. It was written for a general readership, by a doctor seeking to create a 

consensus on the future of medicine: in well evidenced medicine, in socialised medicine, in 

cooperative group practice, in humane doctoring of good conscience. The fact that these are now 

so widespread is partly due to this fine book (Richardson 2016). 

It is of worth to mention that The Citadel was Cronin’s first novel to be screened in 1938, 

just one year after its publication. What is also important is that no other British film, before or 

since, has provided such a radical exploration of the medical profession as The Citadel (Dux 

2012). 

2. The term heart in five translation versions 

This paper aims to investigate the comparison between the original version of the book 

and five of the translations, three in Romanian and two in Hungarian. The list of the versions 

under analysis is the following: 

Cronin, A. J., The Citadel, Bello/ Pan Macmillan digital edition 

Translation 1 (T1): Cronin, A. J., Citadela, Editura „Națională = Ciornei”, translation by 

Jul. Giurgea (cca. 1941-1943)  

Translation 2 (T2): Cronin, A. J., Citadela, Editura „Cultura Românească”, translation by 

Jul. Giurgea (cca. 1941-1943) 

Translation 3 (T3): Cronin, A. J., Citadela, Soc. Com. „VI-CART” – SRL, translation by 

Nicolae Minei (cca. 1990) 

Translation 4 (T4): Cronin, A. J., Réztábla a kapu alatt, Kriterion Könyvkiadó, Bukarest, 

1975, translated by Szinnai Tivadar  

Translation 5 (T5): Cronin, A. J., Réztábla a kapu alatt, Európa Könyvkiadó, Budapest, 

1987, translation by Szinnai Tivadar 

What will be laid under particular analysis in this paper is a selection of phrases and 

idiomatic expressions around the term heart. However, before proceeding to the topic proper of 

this paper, it is essential to examine some translation theories and the underlying reasons and 

purposes. Translations studies is a term coined by James Holmes in 1972 (Dimitriu 2002: 9), 

which was later retaken by André Lefevre in 1976 to refer to the discipline “which concerns 

itself with problems raised by the production and description of translation” (Dimitriu 2002: 10). 

Throughout the decades, various definitions for the terms translation and to translate were 

attempted. Some remarkable ones come from Catford (“the substitution of a text in one language 

for a text in another language”, 1965), Newmark (“an attempt to replace a written message/ 



statement by the same message/ statement in another language”, 1981), Nida (“to reproduce in 

the receptor language the closest natural equivalent in the source language message, first in terms 

of meaning and secondly in terms of style”, 1964). Since the early 1960s discourse on translation 

has developed from a strictly linguistic point of view, focussing on the word and sentence levels, 

to broader pragmatic, textual and functionalist perspective, and from the examination of texts in 

isolation to the whole communicative socio-cultural context in which texts are produced and 

received (Dimitriu 2002: 12). For the particular case of literary texts, literary theory, criticism 

and history, aesthetics, and, more recently, manipulation studies, post-colonial studies and 

women’s studies can only justify the translators’ options for particular texts, their translation 

strategies, importance of translations in a particular culture, at a particular time, etc.  

Nida and Taber (Nida & Taber 1982: 4) consider that translators, instead of focusing on 

the lack of some features in a language, must respect the features of the receptor language and 

exploit the potentiality of the language to the greatest possible extent. Instead of forcing the form 

and structure of one language upon another, an effective translator will make any and all formal 

changes necessary to reproduce the message in the distinctive structural form of the receptive 

language. Furthermore, Nida and Taber state that anything that can be said in one language can 

be said in another, unless the form is an essential element of the message. In our case, the 

translation of the novel, the form is much more flexible than it would be in drama or verse.  

According to Nida (2001: 10), the translator’s essential skill is being able to understand 

correctly the meaning of a source text (ST). It is important for a translator to know the meanings 

of words in particular texts in order to be able to render it in another language, but clarity in 

understanding the ST is the key to successful translating into the receptor language (Nida 2001: 

3). 

In the view of Nida and Taber (Nida & Taber 1982: 4), translating must aim primarily at 

reproducing the message. However, reproducing the message implies making many grammatical 

and lexical adjustments. As such, one essential idea around which translation revolves, is that of 

equivalence.  

The 1950s and 60s brought along a systematic approach to translation. In their extremely 

popular work Stylistique comparée du français et de l’anglais (1958), Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean 

Darbelnet categorised translation problems between English and French and divided translation 

strategies into two categories, direct and oblique, which comprise seven procedures. The direct 

translation procedures include borrowing, calque, and literal translation. The oblique translation 

procedures are represented by: transposition, modulation, equivalence and adaptation (cf. 

Munday 2008: 56-58).  

The Canadian linguists state that borrowings are necessary when the TL has a lexical gap 

and thus it takes the source language (SL) form. Borrowings are a solution when previous 

translations have not established the ST expression in the TL. It is important to note, 

nevertheless, that words borrowed from other languages may have a different spelling in the TL 

(Hervey and Higgins 2002: 36). 

Vinay and Darbelnet consider calque as a literal translation at the level of the phrase; 

such words enter the language together with the idea they refer to. Consequently, a calque will be 

an expression consisting of TL words acceptable as TL syntax. Due to the fact that its model is 

the structure of the SL expression, a calque will be unidiomatic in the TL (Hervey and Higgins 

2002: 35). 

In tackling the problem of gaps between languages, the Canadian authors list literal 

translation as a solution: “literal, or word for word, translation is the direct transfer of a SL text 



into a grammatically and idiomatically appropriate TL text in which the translators’ task is 

limited to observing the adherence to the linguistic servitudes of the TL” (in Venuti 2000: 86).  

The indirect translation procedures imply more complex grammatical, semantic, and 

pragmatic changes in translation. Transposition regards the grammatical modifications in the TT 

without changing the meaning of the ST. This implies that the meaning of the ST phrase is 

accomplished by the use of different grammatical TL elements. Vinay and Darbelnet 

differentiate between several types of transposition: verb  noun, adverb  verb, noun  

adverb, etc. (in Munday 2009: 237). Transposition is a solution when, despite the grammatical 

correctness of the TT phrase, it is considered unsuitable or unidiomatic.  

According to Vinay and Darbelnet, modulations involve semantic changes, namely the 

substitution of the abstract with the concrete, cause with effect, the means with the result, a 

change of point of view, etc. As opposed to transposition, modulations represent “a shift at the 

cognitive rank” (Munday 2009: 209). As such, the basic meaning of the ST segment remains 

unchanged, while modulation involves a shift in perspective which can be optional, and thus, 

changes the semantics in the TT.  

Equivalence, as an indirect translation procedure and not as a general concept as opposed 

to Nida’s, is used in the translation of idiomatic phrases when the two languages involved in the 

translation process refer to the same situation, but use entirely different stylistic and structural 

methods. This is the typical case of proverbs, clichés, and idiomatic phrases. 

Adaptation, which can be regarded as one of the most controversial techniques suggested 

by Vinay and Darbelnet, is the means of creating a new situation in the TL culture which is 

unfamiliar to the one in the ST culture, in other words, an equivalent situation (Baker 2009: 3). 

Sometimes adaptative strategies may take extremely loose forms (e.g. imitations, rewritings, 

distortions) that may raise doubts as to whether they should still be perceived as translations 

proper. Nevertheless, used with moderation, adaptation can be considered a useful procedure in 

supporting the understanding of the ST reader of the translation in question. 

Proceeding to the aim of the paper, let us examine some of the phrases and idiomatic 

expressions build around the noun heart. All the phrases belong to Part 1 of the novel.  

The phrase “Andrew felt his heart quicken to the day” has the following translations 

“Andrew își simți inima batând la unison cu ziua aceasta de primăvară” (T1 and T2), “Andrew 

simți cum inima îi bate mai repede” (T3), and “Szíve gyorsabban vert a szokottnál” (T4 and T5). 

The translator of T1 and T2 preserved the verb phrase to quicken, but instead of preserving the 

idea of “day”, added further details regarding the season (i.e., spring). T3 is possibly the simplest 

version of the original, while T4 and T5 make a contrast between the present state and the 

habitual one. Supposedly, no back-translation of any of the 5 versions would render the original 

phrase.  

Another phrase is the following: “And his heart would turn unwillingly, with a kind of 

sweet oppression which he had never known before”. Here, T1 and T2 are identical “Și 

împotriva voinței sale, își simțea inima zbătându-se într-o dulce svăpăială pe care nu o cunoscuse 

niciodată până acuma”, whereas T3 renders it following way “Și inima îi bătea fără voie, pradă 

unei dulci înfiorări, așa cum nu o mai cunoscuse niciodată ”. T4 and T5 are identical as well “De 

lelke nehezen szakadt el a kedves képtől”. While T2 and T3 preserve the term heart, however, 

T4 and T5 substitute the term heart for soul.  

Part I also includes the following phrase “His heart sank”. The decision of the translators 

of T1 and T2 was that of equivalence “Inima încetă să-i mai bată” to render the state in which the 

character is, as does the translator of T3 “Andrew simți un gol în inimă”. However, even if taken 



out of context, the phrase has a negative connotation. In the same isolated way, on the other 

hand, T1 and T2 may give the reader a feeling of fear, surprise rather than that of sadness or 

dismay. T4 and T5 with the translation “Fagyos kéz nehezedett Andrew szívére” use a more 

metaphorical structure and bear a negative meaning.  

Another phrase that is translated with or without our key term heart is “Try as he would 

Andrew could not get Christine out of his mind, nor that tormenting yearning for her from his 

heart”. T1 and T2 are identical “Orice ar fi făcut, Andrew era incapabil să-și scoată din minte pe 

Christina și nici să-și alunge din suflet dorința ce i-o inspira fata aceasta” and faithful to the SL 

text, while the translator of T3 chose to render it as “Dar orice ar fi făcut, Andrew nu putea să 

izgonească din mintea sa pe Christine, și nici dorul chinuitor pentru dânsa din inima lui”. As an 

opposition T1 and T2 rely on the term soul  instead of heart, on the other hand T3 preserves it. 

Another difference between the translation versions is obvious here, the proper name Christine in 

the original appearing as Christina in the second world war translation and Christine in the post-

revolution Romanian edition. Although the translation of proper nouns is not under investigation 

in this paper, it is worth mentioning that there are other differences as well: Drineffy in the 

original was translated as Blaenely (T1), Blaenelly (T2, T3, T5), and Blenelly (T4). 

The original version of “Because – now it was his heart which jumped!” conveys the 

meaning of a discovery. However, in isolation T1 and T2 versions of “Și de astădată își simți 

inima tresărind”, considering the time of production, can have both a negative and a positive 

meaning. T3 chose to render it as “Inima îi tresări în piept”, resorting to the location of the heart, 

i.e., the chest. Similarly, the Hungarian versions T4 and T5 “A szíve nagyot dobbant” can have 

both a positive and a negative meaning.  

Another difference in the choice of terms to convey the original meaning is the case of 

“to open his heart to her”. T1 and T2 opted for the term suflet (i.e., soul), whereas T3 preserved 

the word heart in the translation (“În fața căreia să-și descarce sufletul”, “Să-și deschidă inima în 

fața ei”). T4 and T5 preserved the word heart as well, “És teljesen kitárja előtte a szívét” in what 

might feel like a calque translation.  

A similar decision in the TL text between heart and soul can be found in the translation 

of “It was the conflict between his level, doubting mind and his overflowing heart which left him 

resentful and confused” into “Acesta era conflictul care se declarase între concepția lui de toate 

zilele, chinuită de îndoieli, și între sufletul său plin de pasiunea dragostei care-l făcea să se simtă 

irascibil și zăpăcit” (T1 and T2), “Și conflictul dintre judecata sa lucidă și bănuitoare, și inima sa, 

plină de dragoste, îl irita și îl nedumerea” (T3), “Józan, tiszta értelme konfliktusba került 

túláradó szivével. Ebbe a harcba egészenbelezavarodott” (T4 and T5). To my mind, the choice of 

soul (i.e., sufletul) over heart gives the TT a more subtle meaning and a deeper emotional load in 

Romanian. On the other hand, the choice of harc (i.e., battle, fight) in Hungarian is far more 

appropriate than the somewhat technical conflict in Romanian.  

Let us investigate another instance of the term heart occurring in Chapter 10 of Part I. 

“After a few minutes of feverish effort, her heart strengthened, he saw that he might safely leave 

her”. The character here is that of Susan Morgan, the woman in labour. The phrase bears no 

metaphorical meaning, as such, the decision of the translator of T1 and T2 is fully justified 

“După câteva minute de eforturi înfrigurate, constată că bătăile inimii au început să se întețească, 

așa că putea să nu se mai ocupe deocamdată de ea”, as is that of the translator of T3 “După cîteva 

minute de sforțări febrile, inima ei începu să bată mai tare și Andrew își dădu seama că putea s-o 

lase în pace, fără să se mai teamă de ceva.” The Hungarian version, on the other hand, identical 

in both T4 and T5 “Néhány percig tartó erőlködés után, a szív lüktetni kezdett, és Andrew most 



már el mert mozdulni mellőle” gives the reader the feeling that the patient’s heart had stopped 

for a while.  

Chapter 11 brings another example of translation choice when it comes to the word heart. 

“Leaving the house, duly fortified with seed cake and home-made elderberry wine – it would 

have broken the old woman’s heart had he refused to drink her grandson’s health – Andrew 

continued on his round with a queer warmth round his heart”, that is the breaking of the heart. 

Yet again, translators’ choices vary. “Ieși din cameră, după ce mâncă o bucată de cozonac cu 

anis și bău un pahar de rachiu de mure – bătrâna ar fi fost adânc jignită, dacă ar fi refuzat să bea 

un păhărel în sănătatea nepotului ei – apoi își continuă rondul vizitelor, și-și simți sufletul 

încălzit de o mulțumire neașteptată” (T1 and T2), “Părăsind casa, fortificat așa cum se cuvenea 

cu prăjitura cu chimen și vinul de soc făcut în casă (i-ar fi rupt inima bătrînei, dacă ar fi refuzat 

să bea în sănătatea nepotului), Andrew își continuă vizitele cu o căldură ciudată în inimă” (T3). 

Again, the translators resorted to the terms suflet and inimă in the Romanian translations, but 

preserved both instances of the word heart in the Hungarian translations (“Távozás elött Andrew 

kénytelen volt megkóstolni a piskotatortát és a házilag készült bodzabort is. Az öregasszonynak 

meghasadt volna a szíve bánatában, ha kosarat ad neki. Koccintott vele unokája egészségére, 

aztán folytatta körútját a megelégedettség érzésével szíve körül.”). We could infer that T1 and T2 

chose to substitute the word heart with soul in order to avoid the repetition. Another interesting 

aspect might be related to cultural circumstances of the production of the ST versus the TT. We 

have to admit that, literally speaking, the phrase “seed cake” is nothing but a cake with seeds. It 

is more interesting, though, that T1, T2, and T3 translators chose to render it as cozonac and 

prăjitură, the first with anis (anason, i.e., anise), whereas T3 chose chimen (i.e., caraway). 

Moreover, also in the field of cultural differences, elderberry wine is translated as rachiu de 

mure (i.e., blackberry liqueur) as well as vin de soc, a somewhat calque translation. The 

Hungarian versions kept the idea of the original, namely elderberry wine.  

3. Conclusion  

Humans are culture-producing and culture-reproducing creatures (Haviland et al. 2008: 

9), whereas language is a socio-cultural product. Translation strategies of comparative stylistics 

involve cultural aspects (Dimitriu 2002: 71). Communicative situations and texts, as well as 

languages themselves, are embedded in culture, as such, texts cannot be analysed outside their 

socio-cultural contexts, which implies that translation has to become a linguistic and cultural 

mediation (ibid.). Text, that is language, and context, that is culture, cannot be separated.  

According to Roger T. Bell, a translator is faced with the problem of the relationship 

between similarity and difference between concepts and the words that denote them because 

these relationships do not coincide in the languages involved in translation (Bell 1993: 91), 

English, Romanian, and Hungarian in our examples.  

As proven earlier, the translator is often faced with various choices when rendering the 

ST into the TT, however, apart from language itself, the social context and the cultural 

background of the TT readers will oftentimes influence and justify the translator’s decision.   

 

Abbreviations 

SL – source language 

ST – source text 

T1 – translation 1 

T2 – translation 2 

T3 – translation 3 



T4 – translation 4 

T5 – translation 5 

TL – target language 

TT – target text 
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